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Abstraet. In the eontext of eoalition formation games a player eyaluates a 
partition on the basis of the set she belongs to, For this eyaluation to be pos-
sible, players are supposed to haye preferenees Oyer sets to whieh they eould 
belong. In this paper, we suggest two extensions of .preferenees oyer indiyid-
uals to preferenees oyer sets, For the first one, deriyed from the most preferred 
member of a set, it is shown that a striet eore partition always exists if the 
original preferenees are striet and a simple algorithm for the eomputation of 
one striet eore partition is deriyed. This algorithm tums out to be strategy 
proof. Th'e seeond extension, based on the least preferred member of a set, 
produces solutions yery similar to those for the stable roommates problem. 
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1. Introduetion 

For the cIassieal stable roommates problem not eyery instanee has a stable 
solution, One possibility for ayoiding this diffieulty is to restriet the set of 
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considered preferences, as was studied by Alcalde [1]. Another approach was 
suggested by Romero-Medina [9] in the sense that not only pairs, but also 
groups of different cardinality are allowed. The outcome of such a game is 
now a partition of the set of players. 

A coa/ition /órmation game is an n-pi ayer game with outcomes being par-
titions of the pi ayer set N = {l, 2 ..... n}. A player i evaluates the possible 
outcome .4t according to his valuation of the set M(i) she belongs too A co-
alition Z of players could profitably deviate from the existing partition.# if 
each member i of Z prefers Z strictly to M(i); or if each pi ayer i in Z either 
prefers Z before M(i) strictly or is indifferent between the two sets and at leasl . 
one player strictly prefers Z before her set in ,41. If there is no coalition with a 
tendency to deviate, the existing partition is in a sense stable; in the game 
theorétic literature such outcomes are said to be in the core or in the strict core 
of the game respectively (compare the results of Roth and Postlewaite [liD. 

Usually it is supposed that each player ranks the sets to which she could 
belong. In [2] and [4], the authors impose various conditions on the possible 
rankings (anonymity, single peakedness, top coalition property etc) and study 
which of them ensure the existence of a core partition. Our approach is dif-
ferent. We start with players having preferences over other (individual) players 
and then consider two possibilities of extending the preferences over individ-
uals to preferences over groups of players. In the first case (.Jd-preferences, 
Section 3), a player ranks the sets according to her most preferred member of 
the set and to the size of the set. For such preferend:s a strict core partition 
exists for any instance of the problem, if all the pr'eferences are strict. One 
such partition can be fol.md by an algorithm, which is almost identical wi~h 
the top-trading cycles algorithm of David Gale (see Shapley and Scarf [13]). 
This algorithm is moreover strategy-proof in the sense that no pi ayer and even 
no coalitipn of players can profitably misrepresent their preferences to obtain 
a better outcome (see Roth [ID], Bird [3]). 

In the second case (1I/-preferences, Section 4), the preferences over sets are 
derived from preferences over the least preferred member of the set. We show 
that if all the preferences are strict, then this model is very similar to the stable 
roommates problem. 

2. Definitions 

Let N = {I, 2, ... , n} be the set of players. We suppose that each player i has 
pre[erences over individual players, represented by a complete, reflexive and 
transitive binary relation ~¡ on N. Strict preference relation and indifference 
relation of player i are denoted by -<¡ and -¡ respectively. A player j'such that 
j -<¡ i is for i unacceptable, the other players are acceptable. 

A preference profde (~I,~2, ... ,~n) will be denoted by .q¡. If S is any subse,t 
of N, then by 21's we denote the restriction of the preference profile .q¡ to the set 
S. 

We shal1 consider partitions of the set N of the form# = (MI. M 2 , .... 

M,), where Mp and Mq are disjúint if p *" q and the union of MI ..... M, IS 

equal to N. The set in this partition, containing i, will be denoted by M(i). 

Definition 1. A coalitionformation game is a pair (N, 0'). 
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In a coalition formation game the players evaluate the outcomes, i.e. par-
titions, according to their preferences over sets, to which they belong. We start 
with players having preferences over other individual players and suppose 
that their preferences over sets are derived from those individual preferences. 
Before we introduce two such set-preferences, we define the solution concept 
used. So far, the same symbols are used to denote the preferences of players 
over individuals as well as over sets. 

Definition 2. A coalition Z ~ N weakly blocks a partition .41 if for each i E Z 
it holds Z >1 M(i) and for at least one j E Z we have Z "rj M(j). A partition 
which ad'!lits no weakly blocking coalition is called a strict core partition. 

Let us remark here that a blocking coalition Z is such that each i E Z 
strictly prefers Z over M(i) 'and cor:e partitions admit no blocking coalition 
(compare Roth and Postlewaite [11]). Notice that our results ensuring the 
existence of strict core partitions naturally imply al so the existence of core 
partitions, since when no weakly blocking coalition exists, there is also no 
blocking coalition. 

Definition 3. Let i E S. S ~ N, denote by SI = S - {i}. ~I(S) is any player 
i E S, such that i >1 k for all k E S. 1f/;(S) is any pi ayer j E SI, such that j ~¡ k 
for all k E SI; if S = {i} then we set 'If;(S) = i. (.~ standing for 'best' and'lf 
for 'worst', respectively.) 

Definition 4. A set S is .tJjj-preferred by i over a set T (written S "r,!IJ, ¡ T ) if 

(1) :!4¡(S) "r¡ f4¡(T) or 
(2)2&¡(S)' -¡ :Jd¡(T) and ISI .( ITI· 
Definition 5. A set S is 1I-preferred by i over a set T (written S "r-¡, , ¡ T) if 
1f/j(S) "r¡ 1f/;(T), 

Clearly, {i} is :!4-preferred by i over sets containing only unacceptable 
players and is ,tJjj-preferred less than sets containing at least one player j such 
that j "r ¡ i. On the other hand, player i 1f/'-prefers {i} over sets containing at 
least one unacceptable pi ayer and 1f/'-prefers {i} less than sets which contain 
only such playersj, that j "r¡ i. 

According to the set preferences used, we shall now speak about the ~
strict core partitions and the 1f/'-strict core partitions. To denote the set-

'preferences of a pi ayer i, the symbols "r and > will be accompanied by index i 
as well as by symbols ,2& or 11' respectively, according to the. model used. 

Definition 4 represents in sorne sense an 'optimistic' approach, when a 
player looks only at her most preferred member of a set and does not care 
about the rest explicitly, only through the size of the set. Notice, that if con-
dition (2) were not present, the grand coalition would be a strict core partition 
for any preference profile. Definition 5 is on the other hand a 'pesimistic' 
approach, representing players who are trying to avoid people whom they do 
not like. ' 

In Section 3 we show that there exists a &a~strict core partition for every 
coalition formation game in which all the preferences are strict and propose a 
simple mechanism that finds such a partition. In Section 4 it is shown that in 
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the case with no indifferenees the 1!'-striet eore partition problem is closely 
related to the stable room mates problem. 

3. Properties of Jd-strict core partitions 

In our study of Jd-striet eore partitions we shall use sorne notions and faets 
from graph theory. 

A digraph is a pair G = (V, E), where Vis the set of vertiees and E is the 
set of ares, i.e. ordered pairs of vertiees. If e = (i, j) E E, we say thatj is the 
head of e and í its tail. Cardinality of the set U; (i,j) E E} is ealled the out
degree ofvertex i. A sequenee (XO,XI, ... ,X,.) is a path, if (XO,XI), (XI,X2), ... , 
(Xr-I, X,.) are ares in G; a path with Xo = Xk is a cycle. A path leading to a 
eycle ~ is ealled a tai! of this eycle, the vertiees on the eycle '{,. and on all its 
tails are said to form the attract;an set of '{,. 

Let us define for any restrietion .11s of the preferenee profile .1) the first 
preferences dígraph G(·?l's) = (V, E) by V = S and (i, j) E E if and only if 
j = .$¡(S). If all the preferenees are striet in the preferenee profile .11, then in 
the first preferenees digraphs G(Ys ) for all the profile restrietions 21's all the 
vertices have outdegree l. Sueh digraphs are simply eolleetions of disjoint 
attraetion sets of several eycles. Moreover, if we start in any vertex of the 
attraetion set of a eycle ~ and follow a (unique) path starting in this vertex, we 
eventually end up in ~. This observation leads to the, following algorithm. In 
this algorithm, eaeh repetition of Steps 2 to 4 is eall~d a round, the variable r 
eounts the number of rounds. The partition that is obtained is denoted by 
,4{ = (MI, M2,···, Mr). 

Algorithm BSTABLE. 
Input: A preferenee profile J'-
Output: A.~·striet eore partition ir. 

Step 1. Set r:= O. V:= N. 
Step 2. If V = 0, end. Else choose a player io randomly from V. 
Step 3. io pro poses to the first player in her preference list, il. il pro poses to the first player in her 

preferenee list, i¡ ete, until a player in this chain pro poses to somebody. who has already 
made a proposal in this round. That means, that among proposing players a eyele «(/ has 
emerged. 

Step 4: Set r:= r + l. M,. := «(;. V := V - «(; and eonstruet the restricted preferenee profile .1',. '( 
Set ,#' = ?I'v-·,. Go to Step 2. 

Let us remark here that algorithm BSTABLE is almost identieal with the 
Top-trading-eyeles algorithm of David Gale (see [13] or [10]). This algorithm 
has been used to find a solution in the houseswapping game in the sense that 
the traders exehange their houses aeeording to the eycles obtained. Our model 
is however different, so we must prove the eorreetness of this algorithm for its 
use in the @-striet eore partitions eontext separately. 

Theorem 1. Let 9 be any preference profile with al! preferences strict. Then 
algorithm BST ABLE generates a @-strict core partir ion. Moreover, the obtained 
partition is unique, independently from the random choices in Step 2. Hence, a 
Jd-strict core partitíon existsfor every preference profile 9, ifal! the preferences 
are strict. 
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Pruol" The uniqueness of the outcome results from the structure of the first 
preferences digra ph for strict preferences. 

We still have to show that the obtained partition is in :26'-strict coreo We 
shall proceed by induction on the number of players. Let r(; = (il). il, .... i,,_I) 
be the first cycle obtained in the course of the algorithm. Suppose that Z is a 
blocking set such that ((; n Z #- 0. Take an arbitrary ik E Z n r(;. Then 
Z >:::'id.ik r(;, which is only possible when ik+1 E Z (indices are understood 
modulo p, if necessary). This implies (hat then r(; S; Z. However, should r(; be 
a proper subset of Z, then members of re would strictly prefer re to Z. Hence 
we obtained that re n Z #- 0 implies (e = Z, which is a contradiction. There-
fore the members of r(; E Jli cannot belong to any coalition that weakly :26'-
blocks A. 

Now it is possible to reduce the original preference pro file .ójJ to its restric-
tion gfJN_,f.. Since the number of players in N - re is smaller, the induction 
hypothesis applies and there cannot be any weakly blocking coalition for 
11. O 

Let us stress here tha! if the preferences are not strict, it may happen that 
the problem has no :26'-strict coreo Also, the uniqueness of the outcome of the 
algorithm is in the case with indifferences not ensured. This is illustrated by 
the following example. 

Example l. Suppose we are given the following prefirence profile. 

5 ~I 3. >-1 4 >-1 I >-1 2 

3 >-2 I ~2 4 >-2 2 >-2 5 

l' >-35 >-.1 3. >-3 2 >-J 4 

2 >-5 4 >-5 5 >-5 I >-5 3 

F or pI ayer 3 the most preferred set is { I , 3}. F or pI ayer 1, there are two most 
preferred sets, {I, 3} and {I, 5}. However, {I, 5} cannot belong to any Jd-
strict core partition, because {5} blocks it. Hence any :26'-strict core partition 
must contain the set {I, 3}. Altogether there are three possibilities, taking into 
account that 5 is unacceptable for 2: 

. ,PI 1 = {{I, 3}. {4. 5}. {2} } 

P/2 = {{ 1. 3.}, {2A}, {5}} 

"#3 = {{1,3},{2,4,5}} 

However, .113 is blocked by {2,4}, Az is weakly blocked by {4,5} and4l'1 
is weakly blocked by {2.4}. Hence there exist no :26'-strict core partitions, 
although .41'1 and .41'2 are in the ,:?d-core. 

Algorithm BSTABLE applied to this preference profile can output anyone 
of o/H2 , ./Pl3 and .#4 = {{ 1,2,3, 5}, {4}}, according to the order of players 
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chosen in Step 2 of the algorithm and how the indifferences of players 1,2 and 
4 are resolved in the course of the algorithm. 

An example of a preference profile with no .!4-core partition is given in [6J. 

Example 2. This example shows a case when !4-stt'ict core contains more than 
one partition, even in the case without indifferences. Let 11 be even and let the 
first choice of each pI ayer i be the player i + l and her second choice i - l 
(modulo n). Then in addition to the grand coalition (which will be obtained by 
algorithm BST ABLE) also e.g. the partition ji consisting of pairs {i, i + I}, 
i = 1,3, ... , n - l is in ÍIf-strict coreo To see this, realize that for i = 1,3, ... , 
n - 1, pI ayer i has obtained in Jt the best set inher ranking and for i + 1, 
i = 1,3, ... , n - l only those sets could be better, which contain i + 2. How-
ever, i + 2 already has in . .H her best set, as remarked earlier. 

A partition algorithm may be considered as a function ,p assignmg to 
each preference profile :YJ a partition . .H. Could a player i obtain a more 
preferred result, if she submits to the partition algorithm a preference list < different from her true preference list ~¡? More formally. let:jJ' = 
(~1 ,~2···· ,<, ... ,~n) and let ,p(.1J) =.H and ,p(:¡>') =#'. We say that a 
partition algorithm is manipulable by a player i if M'(i) >-¡ M(i). where >-¡ is 
taken with respect to the true preference list ~¡. A partition algorithm is 
strategy-proof if it is not manipulable by any pi ayer. , 

Roth [10] and Bird [3] have shown that the Top-t¡;,ading-cyc\es algorithm is 
strategy-proof. Their proofs carry over also to BST ABLE and hence we also 
ha ve 

Theorem 2. 1I al! the preferentes are strict, alyorithm BST ABLE is strateyy 
proo/. 

4. Properties of iI -strict core partitions 

Theorem 3. Let all the preferentes ulplayers over individuals be sfrict. Let j;{ 
be any partition containing a set with cardinality mure than 2. Then$t cannot 
he a 1II'-strict core partitiun. 

ProoI Let M E Jt be such that IMI > 2. Take an arbitrary i E M. Then the 
pair {i, ~¡( M)} weakly blocks . .H, since i now strictly prefers this pair to the 
set she has been in and t!/J¡( M) is not worse than before. O . 

Theorem 4. Let a preference profile :J> without indifferences be yiven. Then al! 
the solutiuns ul the stable roommates prublem with respect to .1) are "11' -strict 
core partitions and hence also 'iI'-core partirions. 

Prool We want to show that if . .H is a solution of the stable roommates 
problem with respect to :YJ, then . .H is al so a ir-strict core partition. To that 
end suppose that Jt is not 'iI'-strict coreo Then there exists a weakly 111'-
blocking set Z. Let us consider two cases: 

a) Z = {i}. Let us denote the partner of i in the stable roommates solution 
asj. Then {i} >- 'If . ¡ {i, j}, which means that j is unacceptable for i, a contra-
diction. 
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b) IZI ~ 2. Let us take i E Z such that Z >--11 ,1 M(i). Denote j = !!J¡(Z) 
and consider Z' = {i, j}. Z' is obviously also weakly 1f'-blocking. Let {i, k}, 
{j,l} E . .#. Since Z' is weakly 1f'-blocking, Z' >--11,1 {i,k} and Z'''''II,¡ {j,/}. 
Definition 2 now implies j >--¡ k and i".¡ 1, which can happen in one of two 
ways. The case i ~¡ I means (since the preferences are strict) i = 1, and hence 
Z' is one set of the partition .ff, thus it cannot be weakly 1f'-blocking. If 
i >--¡ 1, then Z' fulfills the definition of the blocking pair for the stable room-
mates problem, again we arrived at a contradiction. O 

Theorem 4 does not hold conversely, i.e. it may happen that for a given 
preference profile without indifferences there exists a ff-strict core partition 
and yet no stable roommates solution. Still a weaker form 01' converse holds 
true: 

Theorem 5. Lel ,/l' he a pre(erence profile wilhoUI indifferences fur the sel o( 
p/ayers N = { l. 2 .... . n}. Lel Itl he any 1/i-slric1 core partilion for N Denote 
by N' = {i E N; M(i) ~ 2}. Thenl(', the reslriction o/ff to N', is a stable 
roOf11ma les so/u/ion fin' ·?I',v'. 

Proo{ From Theorem 3 we know that the maximum size of a set in a if-strict 
core partition is 2, hence . .# partitions N' into pairs. Moreover, if a pair 
blocked--#' as a roommates solution, it would also weakly 1f"-block .ff'. 
Hence .ff' is a stable roommates solution for fYJ N ,· b . 

Theorems 4 and 5 have an important consequence. Namely, in the case 
without indifferences, if a pair 01' players cannot be a stable roommates pair, it 
cannot be a "# -strict core pair either. Hence the stable room mates algorithm 
(SR algorithm for short, described in [8], Chapter 4), which successively de-
letes pairs that cannot be stable roommates, can be used for finding a ff-strict 
core partition after a small modification. On the termination of the algorithm, 
either a preference list of a player i becomes empty, or i contains a single entry 
j. In the latter case, i is also the only entry in the preference list of j and {i, j} 
is a stable rommates pair, i.e. also a 1f'-strict core pairo We shall now briefiy 
analyze what h,appens in the former case. 

Before the actual algorithm starts, a natural step is to delete a pI ayer i from 
the preference list of player j ifj is not acceptable for i (a preference profile 
obtained after all the possible reductions 01' this sort is called consistent). 
Clearly, if the prefence Iist 01' a pI ayer i beco mes empty after such reductions, 
then {i} will not be '#-blocked, since i is unacceptable for all the other 
players. 

The Phase I 01' the SR algorithm deletes a pair {i'. j} for every i' such that 
j >--, ¡' and i is the first entry in/s preference Iist. If the list of ¡ becomes empty 
in the end this phase, again there is no player that would be willing to form a 
weakly blocking pair with i, so {i} is a if-strict core set. 

In the Phase n the so callee! rotations are eliminated. A sequence 

p = (xo, Yo)(XI, YI)'" (Xr-I, Yr-I) 

is called a rotation if Y¡ is the first choice of Xi and Yi+1 is her second choice 
for i = O. 1 ..... r - I (modulo r, when necessary). An elimination of the rota-
tion p means eliminating all the pairs (y¡. z) such that Y¡ prefers Xi-I before Z. 
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If during the elirnination of rotation p the preference list of sorne Xi becornes 
ernpty,then this is only possible if Xi is also sorne Yi (for a detailed argurnent 
see the proof of Lernrna 4.2.7 in [8]). But then the pair {x¡, Yi} has al so been 
elirninated, and since Yi was the first choic.e of xi, the singleton {Yi} would not 
be stable, since exactly the pair {xi, Yi} would block it. ' 

The aboye observations are surnrnarized in the following theorern: 

Theorem 6. The "Ir-strict core of an instan ce of the coalition formation {jame 
without indifferences is empty if and unly if the preference list uf sume player 
becomes empty during the execution of Phase Il of the Stable roommates algo
rithm. 

5. Conclusion 

In spite of the positive result about the existence of a dJ-strict core partition, 
the question of how to describe all the .JiJ-~trict core partitions rernains open. 
Since every set of players can be blocking, the brute force approach would 
require an exponential nurnber of operations. Moreover, the question whether 
a ]8-strict core partition in the case of indiferences exists, is difficuIt to answer. 
In [5] polynornial algorithrns for deciding whether a giv,en partition belongs to 
]8-strict core or to ~-core have been given and in [6])t has been shown that 
the problern of deciding about the existence of a ]8-strict core and al so ]8-core 
partition in the presence of indifferences is NP-cornplete. 

The structure of "Ir-c ore and "Ir -strict core partitions is studied in [7]. 
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